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Abstract

One of the most fruitful theories in the field of the electronic energy loss of heavy ions in solids is the concept of
effective charge theory. The familiar results have hitherto been based on the restricted target model of the homoge-
neous electron gas. The major part of the target characterization is added in form of experimental proton data, using
the ‘heavy ion scaling rule.’ On the other hand, the more improved target model by Kaneko has only been used to
calculate very light ion electronic stoppings up to now. To describe the physical processes from a more ab initio point
of view, we propose the unification of this target model and effective charge theory. Refinements of the combined
theory to overcome discrepancies with actual heavy ion stopping data are developed here.

1 Dielectric Theory of Electronic Stopping

1.1 The Model and the Lindhard-Winther Theory

The contribution of the excitation of target electrons to
the ion stopping power is called electronic energy loss. In
effective-charge theory the ion is a classical charge den-
sity �m(r) = Z1e�(r) + �e(r) of a nucleus with atomic
numberZ1 and a charge cloud�e of bound electrons,
moving with velocityv through the target material. The
information on the target is exclusively taken from its di-
electric function�(k; !). Standard electrodynamics yields
the induced polarization charge�p(k; !) = �m(k; !) � 1�(k; !) � 1� ; (1)

where �m(k; !) = 2��m(k)�(! � kv) (2)

is the Fourier transform of�m(r; t), and �m(k) �R d3r exp(ikr)�m(r) the ion form factor. Poisson’s law
yields the potential�ind created by�p, and its fieldEind = �r�ind. The energy transferred betweenEind
and the ion determines the electronic stopping powerdE=dx = (dE=dt)=v,dEdt = v Z d3r �m(r)Eind(r) : (3)

In the case of homogeneous targets and spherical symmet-
ric �m(r), it reduces to (SI units throughout) [2, 5, 13, 14]dEdx = 12�2�0v2 1Z0 dkk j�m(k)j2 kvZ0 d! != � 1�(k; !) � 1� :

(4)
The Lindhard-Winther (LW) theory [13, 14] is further-
more restricted to (i) fully stripped ions, (ii) a homoge-
neous electron gas (‘jellium’) target with Fermi velocityvF , (iii) its linear response, calculated (iv) within the low-
est order perturbation theory, the so-called random phase
approximation (RPA), and results in fig. 1. The RPA is the
lowest order of the expansion of the polarization in terms
of the one-electron radiusrs � 3p9�=4v0=vF , and be-
comes exact at high electron densities. However, the LW
theory underestimates stopping powers in this limit, as a
non-relativistic electron dispersion enters into the Lind-
hard dielectric function, and the electrons up to the sur-
face of the Fermi sphere should stay non-relativistic [19].�presented at the ‘Arbeitstreffen des VerbundesFestkörperphysik und Materialforschung mit nuklearen Methoden,’ 4 – 6 Oct 1994, Braun-

schweig, Germany
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Figure 1: Lindhard-Winther stopping of point
charges.dE=dx = �8Z21kFE0L (vF =v)2 =(3�),
whereE0 is 1 Ry, kF � mvF =�h and L the
dimensionless Lindhard stopping number. Plas-
mons are excited, ifv=vF is approximately larger
than1+ 3pv0=(4�vF ). The sharp bend there illus-
trates the ‘equipartition rule’ [5, 14]. The approxi-
mately linear dependencedE=dx / v stems from=� / ! and<� � const at smallv, which means
the underivative of the! integral in (4) becomes/ !3 and the integral/ v3.

1.2 Effective Charge and Heavy Ion Scaling Rule

Fully stripped ions in arbitrary targets obey the scalingdE=dx / Z21 according to eq. (4), if� does not depend
onZ1, i.e., if we restrict to the linear electric susceptibil-
ity of the target [22, 25, 28]. But in the case of only par-
tially stripped ions with extended clouds of bound elec-
trons �m(k) is no longerZ1e. The deviation from the
basicZ21 -scaling motivates the definition of the effective
chargeZ1 and effective-charge fraction [2, 16]S(Z1; v; q) � (Z1)2S(Z1 = 1; v; q = 1) ; (5)

where we have introduced the stopping cross sectionS
per target atom, which isjdE=dxj divided by the den-
sity of target atoms. Eq. (4) always predictsq <  < 1;
the effective charge is between the total ion chargeQe =R �m(r)d3r and the nucleus chargeZ1e. The integration
overk, which represents the momentum exchange, may
be interpreted as a addition of contributions of target elec-
trons with small impact parameter (close, hard collisions)
that feel more of the unscreened nucleus charge, and with
large impact parameter (distant, soft collisions) that see

the screened chargeQe.
In the current practise of heavy ion stopping calculations
[2, 29, 30] eq. (5) is not interpreted as a mere definition,
but as the ‘heavy ion scaling rule.’ The dependence of on q, the target atomic numberZ2 andv is estimated
from a jellium target model. Experimental proton dataS(Z1 = 1; v; q = 1) and are inserted into the rhs of
(5) to compute the heavy ion stopping. This scaling step
becomes necessary to incorporate the full information on
the target polarizability, which is absent in the theoretical
estimates of. The experimental proton data deliver the
contributions of the target inner shell electrons, whereas is parametrized byvF and bears only information on
the free and valence target electrons. Fig. 2 illustrates the
amount of information provided by the proton data.

The motivation of our work is to present a more ab initio
stopping power calculation by using (4) directly, which
can only be achieved by installing an improved target de-
scription. The heuristic scaling step is intended to become
obsolete.

2 The Kaneko Theory of Target Shells

We make use of the Kaneko theory of superimposed target
shells [8–10] which2 supplies a parametrization ofall elemental targets,

shell by shell,2 has been proven to succeed in the prediction of pro-
ton data, and

2 supports the numerical evaluation by giving analyt-
ical expressions to the susceptibility of each target
shell.

The theory calculates the stopping cross section per target
atom by the independent superposition of the 1s, 2s, 2p,
. . . shell cross sections, and, when appropriate, of a ‘shell’
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Figure 2: Z2 oscillations of pro-
ton electronic stopping cross sec-
tions at four different proton ener-
gies (‘scoef’-data file by [29]).
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Figure 3: Momentum distributionw(p) of the Si 2s shell with the
Gaussian approximation (�q1a0 =1:89) and the valuej'(p)j2 ob-
tained from the Fourier transform
of the Roothaan-Hartree-Fock re-
sult (extended basis) of [3]. Both
are standardized to coincide atp =0.

of free electrons. The dielectric function of the latter is
taken as in the LW theory.S = X

bnd,free
Sshell : (6)

This assumption of independence is similar to the Bragg’s
rule of the ion stopping in compound targets [31] or to
the Matthiesen’s rule of the scattering probability of elec-
trons due to (non)ionized impurities and phonon branches
in semiconductors. It means that the polarization charges
of the shells are added, and each one is calculated as if
the excitation was induced solely by the field of the ion.
The linear Maxwell equations add the induced fields and
stopping powers to give (6). A more precise description
might control the polarization of each shell by the influ-
ence of the ion fieldand the remaining shells, i.e., insert

the retarded susceptibilities�R into� = 1 + X
free,bnd

�R (7)

and in (4). (We write�R for the susceptibilities and� for the density parameters, and drop the index ‘shell’
for brevity.) This procedure diminishes the polarization
charges and stopping powers, because each shell is ex-
cited by the ion field already screened by the polarization
charges of the remaining shells. We shall only present re-
sults from (6), not from (7) here.

The susceptibility�R of each target shell of bound elec-
trons was calculated in the RPA, modelling the electrons
by a wave packet with a Gaussian momentum distribution

3



shell Mg 1S Si3P Fe5D Fe3F Co 4F Ni 3F Cu 2S
d e d e d e e e e d e

1s 6.687 6.788 7.872 7.989 14.97 15.25 15.26 15.83 16.39 16.77 17.01
2s 1.518 1.496 1.906 1.890 4.089 4.166 4.172 4.250 4.429 4.625 4.589
3s (0.3337 0.3344) (0.501 0.499) 1.406 1.410 1.413 1.473 1.532 1.584 1.582
4s (0.3365 0.3354) (0.3376) (0.3442) (0.3493) (0.3125 0.3151)
2p 1.421 1.378 1.839 1.797 4.269 4.227 4.228 4.429 4.617 4.856 4.809
3p (0.3932 0.3833) 1.266 1.262 1.265 1.328 1.390 1.436 1.426
3d 0.9629 0.8447 0.8229 0.8837 0.9272 1.035 0.8649

Table 1: Values of�q1a0 by the less accurate ‘double zeta’ functions (column header ‘d’) and the functions by the
extended basis (header ‘e’) of [3] in (15). The tables [10] cite ‘double zeta’ values for Mg, Fe and Cu and extended
basis values for Si. Numbers in parentheses are not used for solid targets —the respective shells are replaced by the
LW model.

in the ground state,w(p) = expn� (p=�q)2o ; (8)=�R(k; !) = � e24�2�hk2�0 Z d3p (w(p+ k)� w(p))���! � �h(p+ k)22m + �hp22m �
(9)= ��28z3 �expf�(u� z)2g � expf�(u+ z)2g� ; (10)

where the ‘Lindhard variables’ arez � k=(2�q), u �m!=(�h�qk), the squared density parameter is�2 �1=(��qa0) anda0 the Bohr radius. A subsequent Kramers-
Kronig (KK) analysis gave<�R,<�R(z; u0) = �P� Z 1�1 =�R(z; u)u0 � u du (11)

in terms of confluent hypergeometric functions (casel =0 in appendix B). The resulting� = 1 + �R was inserted
shell by shell intoSbnd= �2Nbndp��0v2�q3 1Z0 dkk j�m(k)j2 kvZ0 d!!= � 1�(k; !) � 1�

(12)= Z21e44��20mv2NbndLbnd(v); (13)Lbnd� � 8�3=2�2 1Z0 dzz �����m(z)Z1e ����2 v=�vZ0 duu= 1�(z; u);
(14)(�v � �h�qm and

X
bnd,free

Nshell= Z2):
The characteristic momentum�q of the wave packet of
each shell was deduced via�q = N1=3

bnd�q1 ; �q1 = 2p� ����Z d3r '(r)�����2=3
(15)

from the wave function'(r) of free-atom Roothaan-
Hartree-Fock calculations [3, 18]. To check the validity
of this one-parametric approximation to the momentum
distribution, fig. 3 shows a comparison withj'(p)j2. An
increase of�q takes the same influence on the shell con-
tribution to the stopping power as an increase ofkF on
the free-electron contribution: a shift of the maximum ofS(v) towards higher energies.

Though the individual values of�q are not at all free pa-
rameters, some uncertainty arises from the usage of either
the ‘double zeta’ functions, or the functions with the ‘ex-
tended’ basis set of the Clementi-Roetti (CR) tables[3] in
(15). Selected examples are listed in table 1. We may ob-
tain even more rough and quick estimates, if' is approx-
imated by one single orbital/ rn�1e��r with principal
quantum numbern — the coefficient� may e.g. be taken
from the ‘single zeta’ values with the expansion coeffi-
cient near to�1 in [3]. The Fourier transforms of these
Slater Type Orbitals are [1]Z d3r eiqrrn�1e��rYlm(r) =2n+2�(n� l)!(iq)l�n�l[(n�l)=2]Xj=0 !nlj(q2 + �2)n+1�j Ylm(q);

(16)
with !nlj � (�1=[4�2])j(n � j)!=[j!(n � l � 2j)!]. The
spherical harmonicsYlm depend only on the directions of
their arguments. Using (16) in (15) for the ‘single zeta’
approximation, the width of the momentum distribution is�q1 = 12�1=6� if n = 1, �q1 = 123�1=3�1=6� if n = 2, and�q1 = 2�8=351=3�1=6� if n = 3. It relates to the atomic
size parameter as expected from the uncertainty principle.
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3 Excitation Gaps of Inner Target Shells

Examples of proton data obtained from the original
Kaneko theory show good general agreement with the ex-
perimental values (fig. 4).

In the high-velocity region, it generally overestimates the
stopping power by roughly 5 – 10 %. This is an unsatis-
factory feature, as the parameter set of the shells should at
least reach the accuracy of the Bethe theory there. We sup-
pose that this overestimation is created by an overestima-
tion of the energy loss function, since the integral (10) had
been computed allowing the electrons to be scattered by
any wavenumber and energy. Actually, excitations with
energy transfer�h! less than the binding energyEbnd,
which means scattering into band gaps or occupied states,
are forbidden and cannot contribute to the polarization.
The values ofEbndshould represent the minimum energy
difference of the individual energy level of the shell and
the next upper empty or non-filled band. In practise, we
approximated the valuesEbnd by the energy difference
between the individual shell and the level of the highest
occupied orbital of the target atom, taken from the CR ta-
bles. In so far, the band widths and band dispersion of the
solids have been neglected in favour of a simple atomic
model.

We propose a correction ‘by hand’ and cut=�R of the
Kaneko theory by the substitution=�R(k; !) = 0; if j�h!j < Ebnd ; (17)

or, in terms of the Lindhard variables=�R(u; z) = 0; if uz < 12 ���2�2 Ebnd2E0 : (18)

No correction is introduced to the values ifj�h!j > Ebnd,
or to shells of free electrons in solids. This change of=�R should be accompanied by a reanalysis of<�R by
(11), which is no longer known in analytical form. It
would demand another time-consuming numerical inte-
gration in (14). Instead, the subsequent figures have been
obtained with the original values of<�R inserted into

�=(1=�) = =�= �<2�+ =2�� and (14). To control the
induced error, the values of=(1=�) with the reanalysed
and original<�R are compared in fig. 5 for one example.
It proves that the differences are small and constrained to
small areas nearby�h! � Ebnd, the bold hyperbola. In-
cluding the KK analysis would result in a slight reduction
of the integrand near the plasmon ridge and a further re-
duction of the stopping cross section.

The Kaneko theory defines a plasmon energy�h!p of each
shell [9] �h!p = 2E0=(�7=4�3)
and the plasmon dispersion relationu2 � p��2=(4z2) + 3=2 + z2 :
In fig. 5 this plasmon ridge is seen in the upper left corner
and inside the region which is retained by the energy cut.
In the sense of the simple criterionEbnd> �h!p, the en-
ergy cut suppresses the plasmon excitation of all s shells,
of the 2p shells of target elements heavier than (‘beyond’)14Si, of the 3p shells beyond25Mn, of the 4p shells be-
yond 42Mo, of the 5p shells beyond56Ba and of the 3d
shells beyond43Tc.

Results of this energy cut are given in fig. 4. The high-
energy tail of the theory is improved and matches the fit to
the proton data by Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark (ZBL)
with winning accuracy. Another difference to the original
theory is that the stopping cross sections of the energy-cut
shells of bound target electrons are no longer/ v at low
velocities but rise with a higher power ofv [6, 26]. At
low velocities, the total cross section has become worse
than the original theory by the reduction of the bound-
shell contributions. This remaining underestimation of the
stopping is a well-known systematic feature of the RPA
and of the neglect of nonlinear susceptibilities applied to
the free electron gas [15, 20, 21, 23].

The energy cut will always be tacitly included in the sub-
sequent calculations.

4 Electronic Stopping of Heavy Ions in Kaneko’s Targets, the Dead Sphere

The straight forward step now is the usage of form factors�m(k) of partially stripped heavy ions. (The term ‘heavy’
does not refer to the ion mass directly — the ion mass
does not enter into (4).) To meet the problem of installing
an ion model and its respective stripping degreeq [17, 28]
we shall (i) use the Brandt-Kitagawa (BK) ion model [2]�e(r) = �Ne4��2 e�r=�r ; �m(k) = Z1eq + (k�)21 + (k�)2 (19)

to describe the ion withN � Z1�Q bound electrons and
size parameter�, and (ii) take the charge fractionq and� from the ZBL [29] programme. The advantage of this
procedure is the approximate incorporation of the knowl-
edge on the ion shell structure (fig. 6), and the relatedZ1
oscillations.

Becauseq and� were determined in a joint fit to exper-
imental data [29], potentially artificial features of one of
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ping cross sectionsS andSshell in 12Mg and14Si
targets. Dotted lines:
Original Kaneko theory.
Bold lines: ZBL [29].
Thin lines: results with
the following cut ener-
giesEbnd (in a.u.): Mg
1s 48.78, Mg 2s 3.515,
Mg 2p 2.029, Si 1s
68.52, Si 2s 5.859, Si 2p
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get 2s shells are reduced
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Figure 5: Contour plots of�z=[1=�(z; u)]
with the parameters of the Si 2p shell:�q1a0 = 1:797, Ebnd = 3:959 a.u. andNshell = 6. A corresponding graph for
a homogeneous Fermi gas is eg [14, Fig.
1]. The bold hyperbola is defined by (18).
The energy cut sets the values below and
left from it to zero. Solid lines are calcu-
lated using (18) with the KK reanalysis in-
cluded. The dotted lines without KK re-
analysis of<�R were used in all subse-
quent calculations.

them are expected to be moderated by using both at one
time. The disadvantage is that they were bound to the
correctness of a fit formula(kF ) that we shall implic-
itly replace by using (4) for protonsand heavy ions. If
the results of this ion model combined with the Kaneko
target model fail to reproduce the experimental values for
a common effective velocityv=(v0Z2=31 ), one should at-
tribute it rather to a misfit ofq than to another systematic
incompleteness of the combined theory presented here.

The thin solid curves in fig. 7 illustrate that, increasing

Z1, the stopping cross sections predicted by the theory
become worse more and more, which is most pronounced
at the maxima ofS(v).
This might have caused people either to study ions only
up to3Li, or to restrict its usage tov < v0 and import ef-
fective charges actually from a combined scattering phase
method and BK theory [11, 27]. Our suggestion in this
section — now affecting all kinds of target models of ef-
fective charge theory — serves to explain and remove this
discrepancy. We regard the polarization charge�p (1) to
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by ZBL [29]. The tabulatedZ1 correc-
tion factor is already included. The scal-
ing/ Z�1=31 is predicted by statistical ion
models [2]. The absolute value of� is
generally smaller for heavier ions. The
lines are practically independent fromZ2.
The upper left endings mark the values ofv = 0, i.e., light ions are assumed to be
partially ionized even at rest.

be absent in a sphere of radiusrc located at the ion nucleus�ind(r; t) = 14��0 Zjr0�vtj>rc d3r0 �p(r0; t)jr� r0j ; (20)

and call it a ‘dead sphere’ analogous to the model of a
dead layer of the excitonic polarization near a semicon-
ductor surface (cf. [24, Sec. 5]). The physical idea is to ex-
clude the excitation of target electrons in the close neigh-
bourhood of the ion nucleus, where the bound electrons
occupy the available space and provide already a good
description of the electron density. The jellium model
of an infinitely extended positive background and homo-
geneous density of target electrons is replaced inside the
sphere by the results of an atomic theory for the ion. The
model removes the contributions of two processes to the
polarization that actually do not happen, (i) either a target
electron being scattered from outside into the close neigh-
bourhood of the nucleus or (ii) a target electron nearby
the nucleus being scattered to the outside. In this picture,
the ion itself is polarized by the fieldEind; the classical
description would mean a shift of the bound electrons rel-
ative to the nucleus, the quantum mechanical the Stark
effect. This ‘internal’ charge separation cannot exert a net
force on the ion directly, i.e., does not contribute to the
stopping power in the orderS / Z21 .

The computation of the new stopping power is deported to
appendix A. The best fit ofrc to improve the theoretical

stopping cross section is in the order of the size parameter� (fig. 7), which is a function of the ion velocity and strip-
ping degree (fig. 6). It indicates that the physical picture
of a non-polarizable core region around the ion nucleus
is correct. In the case of15P, rc is comparable with the
radius of the L shell (0:36a0 in the sense of the maximum
of 4�r2j'(r)j2) at v � 0, and tends towards the radius
of the K shell (0:07a0), if only two bound electrons are
left. In the case of33As, rc is approximately the radius of
the M shell (0:50a0) and tends towards the radius of the
L shell (0:15a0), if Q approaches23. In the case of5B,
however, the best result is obtained without dead sphere.
But this looks reasonable, too, because atv > 2v0 only
two bound electrons are left. The density of theseN � 2
electrons is no longer much larger than the density of the
target electrons, their ‘repelling effect’ too small and lo-
calization too weak to prevent a penetration and overlap
of target electrons.

The sudden cut of the polarization charge at some distancerc from the ion nucleus is a rather artificial model and has
been chosen to allow the analytical treatment of an inter-
mediate integral in appendix A. It may produce artificial
oscillations in wave number space. Future work should try
smoother transient functions for the polarization and in-
clude hydrogenlike ion electron densities, which are more
appropriate to light ions than the BK form (19).

5 Susceptibilities of p and d Subshells

Our final proposal returns to the target polarization and
wishes to find out, whether the left-shift of the maximum

of the theoretical stopping data of heavy ions (eg As in
fig. 7) with respect tov compared with ZBL suggests an-
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ZBL (thick line), and of the Kaneko theory (energy
cut as in fig. 4) with three different choices of the
‘dead sphere’ radiusrc relative to the size param-
eter �, obtained by (26). The choicerc = 1:1�
for 15P meansrc � 0:33a0 at v = 0 (Q = 0),rc � 0:19a0 at v = 5v0 (Q � 7:6), rc � 0:11a0 atv = 10v0 (Q � 11:5) andrc � 0:055a0 at v = 15v0
(Q � 13:3). The choicerc = 1:5� for 33As meansrc � 0:34a0 atv = 0 (Q = 0), rc � 0:2a0 atv = 5v0
(Q � 10:5) andrc � 0:13a0 at v = 15v0 (Q � 24).
The form function (19) implies that 30% of theN
bound electrons are inside a sphere of radius1:1�
and 44% inside the radius1:5� around the ion nu-
cleus. (The kinks originate from the steps of the ion
size shown in fig. 6 for the same ion species.)

other weakness of the model. The maximum ofS(v) of
light ions is predicted accurately in the Kaneko model,
and is determined by the free target electrons. AsZ1 in-
creases, its position is generally fixed by the next inner p
and d shells. We shall present a reason to change the treat-
ment of these subshells with nonzero angular momentum
quantum number. The Gaussian approximation (8) of the
momentum distribution was derived from an interesting
application of thermodynamics [9]. Subsequently it is di-
rectly interpreted in the sense of wave functions in mo-
mentum space. Nearly Gaussian forms ofj'(k)j2 are ob-
tained for any angular momentum quantum numberl, if
the wave function'(r) is averaged over all directions ofr,
equivalent to replacing the angular dependence/ Ylm(r)
by the constant/ Y00(r), prior to the Fourier transform
(16). Our calculation means switching to the momentum
representation first, and averaging afterwards acrossp, re-
placingYlm(p) byY00(p). The factor(iq)l in (16) recom-

mends the generalized ansatzw(p) = c2l p2l expn� (p=�q)2o (21)

that leaves the free-electron and s target shells unchanged.
The standardization factorscl are chosen to conserve the
total probability of finding the electrons with any wave
numberp which is already used in the original theoryZ d3pw(p) = c2l �3=2(2l+ 1)!!2�l�q2l+3 != �3=2�q3) c2l = 8<: 1 l = 0 (s shell)2=(3�q2) l = 1 (p shell) .4=(15�q4) l = 2 (d shell)

(22)

It is equivalent to retaining the quantity
R d3rj'(r)j2 of

the original theory. The calculation of the linear suscep-
tibility within the RPA is presented in appendix B and
delivers analytical expressions again. The appropriate fit
values to�q1 have been chosen to let the wave numberpm
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shell Mg 1S Si 3P Fe 5D Co 4F Ni 3F Cu 2S
2p 1.592 2.048 4.514 4.783 4.980 5.174
3p (0.6069) 1.135 1.197 1.248 1.267
3d 0.8918 0.9197 0.9588 0.8373

Table 2: Values of�q1 by the extended ba-
sis of [3] in (23). Values for s shells stay
as in table 1. Again, the number in paren-
theses is not used for solid targets, but the
respective shell replaced by the LW model.
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Figure 8: 15P stopping cross sec-
tions S andSshell in 26Fe. Bold
lines: ZBL [29]. Thin solid lines:
Theory with the modified suscep-
tibilities of p and d shells accord-
ing to (22), appendix B and table 2.
Dotted lines: Theory with the plain
Gaussian (8) and the extended-basis
values of table 1. All theoreti-
cal results used the dead sphere ra-
dius rc = 1:1� and the following
cut energiesEbnd for Fe (in a.u.):
1s 261.12, 2s 31.68, 3s 3.911, 2p
27.15, 3p 2.484, 3d 0.3887, free
none. Numbers in parentheses de-
note Nshell. The kinks atv �3:5v0 are an artifact imported from
the variation of� in the ZBL ion
model (fig. 6). Though the solid
line of the 3p shell has been ob-
tained with the�q1 value of table 2,
below that of table 1, the change
from l = 0 to l = 1 in (21) has
shifted the excitation spectrum to
the right.

of the maximum of the fitw(p) coincide with the wave
number of the maximum ofj'(p)j2:pm = pl�q1 if l = 1; 2 : (23)

Table 2 cites some values of�q1 that are computed from a
maximum search ofj'(p)j2 of the extended basis set of
the CR tables [3].

The six examples have larger characteristic wave numbers
for the 2p shell, and lower for the 3p shell compared with
the values of table 1. Fig. 8 illustrates the influence of the
new susceptibility on the p and d subshell and total cross
section of an26Fe target.

Even though we have chosen (i) a target with a large num-
ber of electrons in p and d shells and (ii) a heavy ion
with its stopping maximum fixed by the maxima of these
subshell stopping powers, the total effect of the modi-
fied ground state momentum distribution on the stopping
power is much less than one might have expected. The
reduction of the target polarization as a whole can be in-
terpreted by the broader distribution of electrons in the
wall-type ansatz (21). The phase space available to the
scattered electrons in the intermediate state has been ef-
fectively reduced compared with the Gaussian ansatz (8).

6 Summary

Effective-charge theory is the most general and practical
ansatz of heavy-ion electronic stopping in random targets.
The current implementations incorporate the major infor-

mation on the target polarization by using experimental
proton stopping data in the heavy ion scaling rule, and
give no answer, whether the effective charge fraction may
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be estimated from a free-electron target model. To lead to
an improved understanding of the role of the inner-shell
target electrons in the electronic stopping, we referred to
the target model of Kaneko, which has been demonstrated
before to predict light ion stopping cross sections success-
fully. In a first modification we introduced energy cuts in
the energy loss functions for further improvement.

We turned to the incorporation of heavy ions in the
Kaneko theory, aiming to calculate heavy ion stopping
powers directly without recourse to the scaling rule. Our
work explains how the increasing overestimation of the
theory when increasing the ion atomic number may be un-
derstood as a wrong accounting of the target polarization
at the ion place in the standard formula. We introduced a

model to let the ion move ratherthroughthanacrossthe
target electrons, and could reduce this systematic error.

Eventually, based on a more selective description of the
target electrons in p and d shells, new formulas for their
polarization are proposed here. Their influence on the to-
tal stopping cross sections remains small.

Our more ab initio explanation of heavy ion stoppings
does not compute effective charge fractions as a provi-
sional result. But nevertheless, it is an effective-charge
theory, as the conversion of the true ion charge into some
effective charge with respect to the stopping is still pro-
vided by the mixture of close and distant collisions with
the target electrons.

A Stopping Power Including a Dead Sphere

The region of the integration in (20) may be split by subtracting the dead sphere from the total space. The Fourier
representation (1) and (2) are inserted�ind(r; t) = 14��0 "Z d3r0 � Zjr0�vtj<rc d3r0# Z d3kd!(2�)3 ei(kr0�!t) � 1�(k; !) � 1� �m(k)�(! � kv) :
This real space representation is inserted into the stopping power (3)Z d3r �m(r; t)Eind(r; t)v = �i Z d3k0(2�)3 �m(�k0)eik0vtk0v Z d3r e�ik0r�ind(r; t) :
Using

R d3r ei~kr=jr� r0j = 4� ei~kr0=~k2 we arrive atdEdx = dEdx jrc=0 + iv�0 Z d3k0(2�)3 �m(�k0)k0vk02 Z d3kd!(2�)3 � 1�(k; !) � 1� �m(k)�(! � kv) Zr0<rc d3r0 ei(k�k0)r0 :
Switching to spherical coordinates with some obvious notations likek0r0 = k0r0 [sin �r0 sin �k0 cos('r0 � 'k0) + cos �r0 cos �k0 ]
replaces the'k0 integral by a Bessel function [7, 8.411.7]Z 2�0 e�ik0r0 sin �r0 sin �k0 cos('r0�'k0 )d'k0 = 2�J0(k0r0 sin �r0 sin �k0) :
Using the same type of formula for the'r0 integration and�m(�k0) = ��m(k0) yieldsdEdx = dEdx jrc=0 + iv�0(2�)3 Z 10 dk0��m(k0)k0 Z �0 cos �k0 sin �k0d�k0J0(k0r sin �r sin �k0)e�ik0r cos �r cos �k0� Z 10 kdk Z kv�kv d! � 1�(k; !) � 1� �m(k) Z rc0 r2 dr Z �0 sin �rd�rJ0(krr1� !2k2v2 sin �r)eikr !kv cos �r :
Some convolution of integration intervals may be done:Z �0 J0(k0r sin �r sin �k0)ei(k0r cos �k0�r !v ) cos �r sin �rd�rJ0(rrk2 � !2v2 sin �r)
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= 2 Z �=20 J0(k0r sin �r sin �k0 ) cos h(k0r cos �k0 � r!v ) cos �ri sin �rJ0(rrk2 � !2v2 sin �r)d�r ;Z �0 cos �k0 sin �k0d�k0J0(k0r sin �r sin �k0) cos h(k0r cos �k0 � r!v ) cos �ri= 2 Z �=20 cos �k0 sin �k0d�k0J0(k0r sin �r sin �k0) sin(k0r cos �k0 cos �r) sin(r!v cos �r) : (24)

The�k0 and afterwards the�r integrals have forms manageable by [7, 6.738], and create Spherical Bessel functionsj1Z �=20 sin# cos# sin(a cos#)J0(ab sin#)d# = 1(ab)2 Z ab0 u du sin(1bp(ab)2 � u2)J0(u)du = 1p1 + b2 j1(ap1 + b2)) dEdx = dEdx jrc=0 � 1�0�3v2 Z 10 dk0��m(k0)k0 Z rc0 dr r2j1(k0r) Z 10 dk�m(k)j1(rk) Z kv0 !d!= 1�(k; !) :
[7, 5.54.1] provides the underivative of ther integral. The result is decomposed into partial fractionsr2ck0 kj1(k0rc)j0(krc)� k0j0(k0rc)j1(krc)k02 � k2 = � sin(krc)k2rc sin(k0rc)k0 + sin(k0 � k)rc2k(k0 � k) + sin(k0 + k)rc2k(k0 + k) :
The remaining 3-fold integral may be reduced to a double integral, if we restrict to the BK form factor (19). In this
case, the law of residues yieldsZ 10 �m(k0) � sin(k0 + k)rck0 + k + sin(k0 � k)rck0 � k � dk0 = Z1e= Z 1�1 q + (k0�)21 + (k0�)2 ei(k0+k)rck0 + k dk0= � �Z1e(q � 1)e�rc=� k� sin(krc)� cos(krc)1 + (k�)2 + �m(k)� : (25)dEdx = Z1e2�0v2�2 Z 10 �m(k)k � (1� q)e�rc=� fk� sin krc � cos krcg1 + (k�)2 + sin krckrc nq + (1� q)e�rc=�o� dk� Z kv0 != 1�(k; !)d! : (26)

We may check thatZ1e times the term in the square brackets reduces to�m(k) in the limit rc ! 0 and (26) becomes
(4). This model of the polarization cut demands no additional numerical integration compared with (4).

B New Susceptibilities of p and d Shells

The RPA expression (9) with (21) inserted is written in cylinder coordinates with the axis in the direction ofk,p = pk + p?;p?k = 0;pkk = �pkk and� �! � �h(p+ k)2=(2m) + �hp2=(2m)� = m�hk � (m!=(�hk)� k=2� p?)Z d3p h(p+ k)2le�(p+k)2=�q2 � p2le�p2=�q2i ��! � �h(p+ k)22m + �hp22m �= 2� m�hk Z 10 dp?p? "�m!�hk � k2�2 + p2? + k2 + 2mk �! � �hk22m�#l e��(m!�hk + k2 )2+p2?�=�q2 � �k2 $ �k2� :
The integrals are easily handled with [7, 3.416.2,3.416.3]=�R = �2�8z3 8>>><>>>: c20 ne�(u�z)2 � (z $ �z)o , l = 0(c1�q)2 n[1 + (u� z)2]e�(u�z)2 � (z $ �z)o , l = 1(c2�q2)2 n[2 + 2(u� z)2 + (u� z)4]e�(u�z)2 � (z $ �z)o , l = 2
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The KK analysis (11) must evaluate integrals likeZ 1�1 (u� z)2le�(u�z)2u0 � u du = Z 1�1 t2le�t2u0 � z � tdt :
It may use the formula for the Hilbert transform of the first momentof a function given in [4, chapt. 15.1], starting
with the integral [9] P� Z 1�1 dt e�t2t� x = � 2xp� e�x2 1F1(12 ; 32 ;x2) � � 2p�G(x)
as an ‘anchor’ to calculateP� Z 1�1 dt te�t2t� x = � 2p�xG(x) + 1� Z 1�1 e�t2dt = � 2p�xG(x) + 1p�P� Z 1�1 dt t2e�t2t� x = xp� (1� 2xG(x)) ; P� Z 1�1 dt t3e�t2t� x = x2p� (1� 2xG(x)) + 12p�
and yield<�R = �2p�8z3 8<: 2c20 fG(u� z)� (z $ �z)g , l = 0(c1�q)2 �2 �1 + (u� z)2�G(u� z)� (u� z)� (z $ �z)	 , l = 1(c2�q2)2 �� 52 (u� z)� (u� z)3 + 2 �2 + 2(u� z)2 + (u� z)4�G(u� z)� (z $ �z)	 , l = 2
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